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Have you validated your static model with seismic lately? 
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Incorporating seismic into reservoir modeling improves predictions of reservoir heterogeneity and 
connectivity through the use of new modeling tools and workflows that allow us to integrate seismic data at 
appropriate scales within reservoir models.  Geology & rock properties are often populated statistically 
away from well control in reservoir models without validation back to seismic. These invalidated regions 
can account for a significant fraction of GRV and NTG. SRMV may enable narrowing of the range of 
hydrocarbons-in-place and inform reservoir model construction. 

There are two fundamental parts of improving the integration of geophysical information into reservoir 
models.  

• Ensuring the integration of seismic at the appropriate scale and with uncertainty assessment. There 
exists a critical requirement to develop a geostatistical methodology that identifies geologically relevant, 
laterally consistent trace responses within seismic data and translates them into geostatistical simulation 
constraints.  

• Assessing the reservoir model to ensure that the seismic has been sufficiently integrated. The 
validity of the resulting reservoir models must be checked for consistency with the input seismic data.   

This poster focuses on the later. Seismic Reservoir Model Validation is a streamlined workflow for 
generating a forward seismic model from reservoir properties and metrics to compare the synthetic and the 
actual seismic to provide meaningful insight on the potential contradictions with an indication of significance 
of differences and potential avenues to improving the match.  Successful application of the reservoir 
property modeling tools and workflows integrating seismic data at the right scale will improve reservoir 
model accuracy and result in better forecasting/decision making.  The goal of SRMV is to allow for a more 
integrated workflow between reservoir modeling and reservoir properties from seismic groups.  This will 
also facilitate early interaction between teams and incorporation of seismic information into the reservoir 
model. 


